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English

Writing



 Give Capital letters and full stops (A) a try! We cannot 
wait to see how you do!

 Remember…

Spag.com
https://www.spag.com/Public/Home (link also on 

word document)

https://www.spag.com/Public/Home


Emotive language

 Today we are going to think about emotions. 

 Try and name a few…



Different emotions
 Happy

 Sad

 Excited

 Scared

 Tired

 Silly

 Loved

But Year 1 can think of some even better words! Your task 
today is to create lists for different emotions. On the next 
slide you will see an example for scared. Try and create a 
list of different words to use for happy, sad and excited. 

Write these in your workbook.

Emotive language



Scared



Your challenge is to use some of the words that you have listed in a sentence. 
These sentences can be about anything. Write these in your workbook.

Instead of writing:

I am happy.

You could write:

I am overjoyed.

This way of uplevelling our writing can make it more interesting! To continue 
uplevelling your work, give extra details, like this:

I am overjoyed because my nephew did a silly dance!

Challenge



Maths

Arrays



Today we are looking at arrays again

This array shows us 

5 + 5+ 5= 15

3 groups of 5
BUT 

In maths we do not always want to write 
words. Instead we can use symbols. 

Instead of the words groups of or lots of 

we can use this

This is a multiplication symbol which is the same as times
SO

5 x 3 = 15

5

3



Let’s look at another example…

This array shows us 

2+2+2+2+2+2=12

6 groups of 2
REMEMBER

In maths we do not always want to write 
words. Instead we can use symbols. 

Instead of the words groups of or lots of 

we can use this

This is a multiplication symbol which is the same as times
SO

2 x 6 = 12

2

6



Now over to you…
Use this grid below and complete the boxes in your blue books. The first 

one is done for you.

5

6

6 groups of 5

5+5+5+5+5+5=30 5 x 6 = 30



Now over to you…
Use this grid below and complete the boxes in your blue books. The first 

one is done for you.



Now over to you…
Use this grid below and complete the boxes in your blue books. The first 

one is done for you.



Challenge
Can you use the information in the boxes to darw the arrays and write the 

multiplication?

8 groups of 2

2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2=



Fantastic Effort!


